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550 Pneumatic

550 - 600 - 600LCG

PNEUMATIC DOUBLES
Lightweight and easy to maneuver, Beall’s pneumatic tanks are the

industry workhorses for cement, fly ash, food-grade products and more.

Welded by true craftsmen to exacting design and production

standards, every model delivers outstanding ROI, year after year.

www.beallmfg.com

PNEUMATIC TRAILERS



Proven lightweight design

Engineered for maximum payload

Highest grade craftsmanship and 
welding in the industry 

Custom built to meet your 
demanding operational needs 

Unsurpassed fit and finish by 
Beall craftsman

Industry-leading barrel design

Several models to choose from

Ready for service immediately

LED lighting - dual function ID light

Great clean-out and easy operation

100% factory assembled

DRY BULK  FEATURES PNEUMATIC DOUBLES     550 - 600 - 600LCG

550 DOUBLES

The Beall 550 double, featuring a semi and pull trailer combination, is

the workhorse of the Southwest cement industry. We first introduced

this proven design in the 1980s, and have continued to refine it

for enhanced performance. Each single-hopper is manufactured

without internal ribs to minimize barrel stress. Lightweight and simple

to maneuver, the 550 Pneumatic makes every delivery easier. Its

distinctive shape and buffed aluminum shell tells your customers that

you settle for nothing but the best.     

600 DOUBLES

The 600 LCG has all the industry-leading benefits of our

benchmark 550 Pneumatic in a slightly larger model. Designed

with the load eight inches closer to the ground, its lower center

of gravity makes this unit the right choice when you need a

lightweight solution that can handle higher volume for dry-bulk

products such as fly ash.    

A LEGACY OF QUALITY
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